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Conceptional 
Introduction
We are creative minds in F&B Strategy and 

Solutions.  

We create F&B concepts and places that 

understand and surprise you and your guests. We 

love food and everything that has to do with F&B 

challenges. Or even better: we eat F&B challenges 

for breakfast and love to solve them! That’s our job 

and we´re good at it. 

Understanding and surprising you and your 

guests  

Our experience has taught us that a good F&B 

concept consists of two main ingredients: the 

head and the heart. The head provides research, a 

logical way of working, practical thinking and 

commercial value. From all these, we gain greater 

understanding. At the same time, the heart gives 

us creativity, flavour, feeling, empathy, the 

inexplicable, emotion, the human factor. These 

add the surprise factor. Together, they are 

irresistible, enabling us to comprehend and 

delight you and your guests by developing 

concepts that more than justify your investment.  

We are able to develop and implement everything 

from one single concept or formula (F&B Concept 

development) to total concepts for complete F&B 

areas (F&B Placemaking), within airports, 

amusement parks, shopping centres, or wherever 

you want them. We can help you with anything 

from catering for a small group in a luxury hotel 

restaurant to serving 1,000 people in one hour in a 

huge F&B area.  

Optimizing performance and enter pathway to 

growth  

The Food Service industry is characterised by its 

extremely localised brand delivery and financial 

performance. Companies that operate within this 

sector are also in search of an improved balance 

between optimising their portfolio performance 

and achieving growth through opening new 

restaurants. That’s where we come in. Together, we 

will work with you on optimising the earning 

potential of your existing portfolio, laying the 

foundations for future growth and choosing the 

right pathway to sustainable growth. While doing 

so, we will keep a watchful eye on crucial factors 

such as your sales results and the number of 

restaurants you operate.  

Enhance your M&A deal team with F&B 

specialists.  

Recent study from Harvard demonstrates that 

M&A transactions involving Sector Specialists have 

a much higher chance of success for all parties 

involved. Interpretation of data, reviewing 

sustainability of concepts, optimizing profitability. 

and assessing feasible growth rate and strategy is 

paramount for any deal success.  As Conceptional 

we both support Seller and Buyer in different 

stadia of the process. 
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your teams on the ground a fighting  chance in 

their competitive environments. Every day, your 

teams need to deliver on these promises. In doing 

so, they must focus on exceeding guest 

expectations while simultaneously managing 

their top- and bottom-line performance. It’s a 

complex juggling act that takes a lot of skill.  

At Conceptional, we understand the complex 

relationship between promise and delivery. We 

focus together with you on optimising the 

performance of your existing portfolio to 

maximise cost efficiency and stimulate brand 

performance. We re-evaluate your brand and 

strengthen the basis for future growth by looking 

at your organisational capability, processes and 

materials. We also do a stress test and re-engineer 

your current business strategy if necessary. After 

that, we analyse all growth options and choose 

the right pathway to sustainable restaurant 

growth.

From appetite to satisfaction  

You can be sure that we do everything to create 

the perfect F&B concept solution. We work 

according to our proven F&B Placemaking 

model© and F&B Concept model©. Mixing the 

right ingredients (such as products, preparation, 

design, materials, colour, lighting, experience, 

music, smell, touch, taste, service, prices, signage) 

for the perfect concept recipe, making your guest 

wanting to stay and inviting them to return. We 

make this available to the right audience at the 

right moment with a made-to-measure offer.  

As a true team captain, we make it happen from 

analysis to implementation. So, if you work with 

Conceptional, you can be sure that we do 

everything to create the perfect F&B concept and 

place.  

From brand promise to brand delivery  

Every day in the Food Service industry, we take the 

journey from brand promise to brand delivery and 

back again. There is a need to add value to your 

brand by giving it the right concept, 

communication, product development, pricing, 

processes and everything else it requires to give 

That’s Conceptional
We eat F&B challenges 
for breakfast and love 
to solve them!

analyse. 
amaze. 
juicy. 
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Conceptional  
values

We believe food deserves the best attention 
and care. We believe you and your guests 
deserve the best attention and care.  
That is why we want to develop F&B concepts and places that work. Commercial and creative, that’s 

exactly what you can expect from us. We always strive for perfection in balancing these two 

ingredients. With our hands-on approach, we make ideas come to life from analysis to 

implementation. We become your partner and give you and your guests the best attention and care 

CREATIVE & 
COMMERCIAL

TEAM CAPTAIN

HANDS  
ON

WINNERS  
MENTALITY

PERSONAL

EYE FOR 
DETAIL

OWNERSHIP IMPACT
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SHOPPING 
EXPERIENCE LEISURE HOSPITALITY & CATERING EDUCATION & CARETRAVEL

FAIRS, THEATER & 
CONGRESSES

Markets
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From Plan 
to win to  

Plan to 
grow

F&B Performance & 
Growth 
Introduction

F&B Performance & Growth  

Whether you’ve got a start-up, a scale-

up or an established brand, your 

concept and F&B operation both need 

to perform equally well. We also 

understand that many complex and 

dynamic variables – both strategic and 

operational – affect each day’s results. 

Because of this, we focus not only on 

financial performance but also on the 

performance of the operation itself, 

the people who work for it and the 

brand as a whole. And why? Because 

all of these aspects feed in to that one 

specific moment when the promise 

made by the concept is delivered to 

your guest. Of course, for Food Service 

concepts, visibility and accessibility are 

big parts of the brand story and 

strength.

However, when growth is not based 

on strong financial performance, or if 

your concept, organisation, processes 

and brand are not yet scalable and 

robust, growth may be impaired. Even 

worse, the sustainable performance of 

your current organisation may be 

threatened. Aiming for growth may 

never be an excuse for not optimising 

your current performance.
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Optimization of  
your Operational 
and Financial 
performance



Conceptional supports you in optimising your guest experience and your 

financial performance through the realisation of Operational Excellence. We 

create a pragmatic roadmap that is focused on simultaneous improvement of 

your operational- and financial performance and organisation. 

F&B Performance & 
Growth  
Operational Excellence Program

From analysis up to implementation  

We start with a detailed understanding of your 

business and brand using our Quick Scan. After 

the quick scan we set up the organisational 

control for both operational and financial 

performance and connect them to form a Digital 

Ecosystem. Once the operational organization 

including business cycle, KPIs and operational 

systems is in place, it is then important to guide 

the team to adopt this renewed way of working. 

We apply three types of training: management 

training, employee training, and operational 

training to achieve the maximum result on all 

levels. After training the foundation has been laid 

for the desired improvement. The frameworks 

have been defined, the standards have been set

and shared, and the right team is on board and 

has the necessary knowledge and skills. In this 

phase we shift our focus from building the 

foundation to actually improving the financial and 

operational performance. In the final phase the 

organization is able to work independently and 

therefore self-directed from the designed 

organization and implemented procedures and 

systems. These in turn are securely anchored in 

the desired operational corporate culture. 

The journey towards 
sustainable 
profitability & 
growth
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We offer you
At Conceptional, we offer a “tailor made” 

program to implement and optimize your 

entire operation. 
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QUICK SCAN

Asses the current 
performance

Quick-scan report with  
description of baseline, 

objectives, improvement 
opportunities and linked 
action plan and planning 

Step 1

TRAINING

Management, staff 
and operational 

training 

Build desired corporate culture, 
trained management- and 

operational team and 
operational excellence 

Step 3

Actual improvement in 
financial and operational 

performance 

Achieving the operational 
and financial objectives in 

a sustainable and 
structural way 

Step 4

The organization is now 
able to work independently 

and is thus self-managed 

Regular audits of 
operational and financial 

performance and additional 
coaching 

Step 5

Reviewing organisational 
chart, KPI’s and reporting, 

digital ecosystem, 
operational processes, 

management by objectives, 
business cycle, and 
corporate culture 

Description of management 
organization, implementation 

calendar, and coaching & 
mentoring

CONTROL

Step 2

F&B Performance & Growth  |
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Burger King

We have gained over 13 years of intensive 

knowledge and understanding of the Quick 

Service Industry a.o. from within the Burger King 

International System. Both supporting the 

franchisor organisation in its international 

expansion, optimising restaurant and franchise 

performance whilst focussing on entering new 

geographic markets setting up tailored made 

brand execution plans as well as executing a 

management buy-out of the Dutch business, 

strengthening its earning potential and as a result 

maximizing enterprise value followed by a 

successful exit of the investor. In this a balanced 

approach on performance over different 

functional platforms has been pivotal in achieving 

the required results.

F&B Performance & Growth 

Services

Do you want to see more?
Check                                                

for our latest projects. 

conceptional/cases 
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FOOD&I
Facilicom Group

At the request of Facilicom, Conceptional was 

asked to define a vision and strategy for the re-

entry of Facilicom into the catering market. The 

aim was to create a new, future-proof proposition 

for the Benelux catering market. Conceptional 

elaborated the business plan on the basis of the 

vision and strategies. It also supported the 

creation and structuring of the organisation, as 

well as the complete brand and concept 

development of the various catering functions. 

This led to the launch of the FOOD&I concept.   

The concept is not just about providing food and 

beverages at the workplace but focuses on a 

platform-driven solution for employees, including 

services such as grocery shopping that takes care 

of the overall wellbeing in terms of all-day food 

needs.

Do you want to see more?
Check                                                

for our latest projects. 

conceptional/cases 
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Services

F&B Performance & Growth 

F&B Brand & Concept Development



De Efteling

Services

Do you want to see more?
Check                                                

for our latest projects. 

conceptional/cases 
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De Efteling is a fantasy-themed amusement park 

in Kaatsheuvel, the Netherlands. De Efteling asked 

Conceptional to do a Quick scan in the field 

of operations.  

This Operational Quick scan looked at the current 

processes, systems, structures, operations and 

management. Before taking the next step in 

setting up the management organization, we 

needed to understand where the Efteling stood 

currently. We started with mapping the current 

performance, procedural setup and organization 

and defined the improvement opportunities. Then 

we determined which aspects of the organization 

needed to be boosted to achieve Operational 

Excellence and optimize Financial Performance.  

Based on the analysis we provided Efteling with 

a pragmatic roadmap that is focused on 

simultaneous improvement of the operational-

 and financial performance and organisation.

F&B Performance & Growth 

F&B Operations



Services

Do you want to see more?
Check                                                

for our latest projects. 

conceptional/cases 
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Roompot

Roompot is a leading provider of vacation parks in 

Europe. Due to the strong growth of Roompot and 

the restyling of the current portfolio of vacation 

parks regarding the developed F&B Concept 

Strategy, Conceptional was asked to support the 

Operations Development department of Roompot. 

In order to structurally manage the many projects 

related to new construction and renovation of 

center facilities at existing and new parks, 

Conceptional has provided Roompot with a 

Business Development Process. This proces is 

developed in alignment with all internal 

departments to ensure full connectivity and 

agreement. The process uses structured phases to 

build a project from ideation to implementation, 

realization and evaluation. For each phase, the 

goals and deliverables and internal and external 

stakeholders are defined plus standardized 

templates are used to ensure a uniform way of 

communication and construction of the projects.

F&B Performance & Growth 



Where do we 
develop?

More than 300 projects, 200 clients in 19 countries since 2010



Reoewein Niesten, Founder and CEO 
In the last 25 years Reoewein has built and extensive experience in and understanding of the international F&B market, in many 

different strategic roles. In his former role with HMSHost International Reoewein was responsible for the selection, implementation 

and development of both branded concepts as well as the development of many new successful concepts. Since founding 

Conceptional Reoewein has been developing and redeveloping many concepts as well provide strategic and operational advise for 

many investors, operators and real-estate companies including over 10 years of advisory services for de Efteling theme park. 

Contact :  reoewein@conceptional.nl

Fred van Aken, Managing Partner 
Fred has an extensive multi-disciplined background in accounting, finance & investment, project management. Additionally, he has 

extensive experience as senior executive with one of the major international F&B Brands as franchisor as well as CEO and independent 

master-franchise. In these roles he executed many financial due diligence processes as well as being responsible for several M&A 

projects related to F&B concepts. Since joining Conceptional in 2018, Fred has been directly involved in international concept 

(re)development, strategic advise and operational & financial enhancement projects. 

Contact :  fred@conceptional.nl

Edwin Spruijt, Senior Concept Developer  
Edwin has years of experience in the field of marketing and operations, gained at well-known restaurant chains and operators such as: 

De Beren Restaurants & De Bezorgbeer, Albron Center Parcs and Debuut Horeca. With his positive and solution-oriented mindset, he 

is focused on encouraging people and organizations to improve and grow. He is straightforward, is a real gamechanger and is always 

enterprising.  

Contact : edwin@conceptional.nl 
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analyse. 
amaze. 
enjoy. 

F&B CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT | F&B PLACEMAKING | F&B 

PERFORMANCE & GROWTH | F&B MERGERS & ACQUISTIONS 

Interested? 
Give us a call!
Do you also believe food deserves the 

best attention and care in your 

foodservice or leisure company? Do you 

think that your guests deserve the best 

attention and care? Looking for a 

reliable, experienced business partner 

to develop F&B concepts and places 

that work? We at Conceptional are keen 

to discuss options in more detail with 

you. Let us understand and surprise you 

and your guests!

Conceptional B.V. 

A. 

T. 

E. 

W.

Saturnusstraat 60, unit 60 

2516 AH The Hague 

The Netherlands 

+31(0)70 20 55 688 

info@conceptional.nl 

www.conceptional.nl 
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